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Jhaque Danyel Stewart Leong was born on May 14, 1987. Jhaque was a bundle of contradictions in the
most beautiful way. He wore a Mohawk with a man bun, a nose ring, earrings, and a full sleeve tattoo;
yet carried a “Proud to be a Chemist” card in his wallet complete with the Periodic Table on the back.
Jhaque’s passion for chemistry extended beyond the walls of the classroom; his intrinsic focus fostered
his independent pursuit of knowledge and desire for deeper understanding. Twice published in peer
reviewed Academic Journals as a Chemistry Student at Mount Royal University, Jhaque was encouraged
by his professors to pursue higher academia so that he would be able to apply his extensive knowledge
to current research and scientific advancements. Jhaque never passed up an opportunity to learn. He
possessed talents in welding, billiards, guitar, golf, snowboarding, skateboarding and wood working
among countless other areas where his skill far exceeded his years. Humble, brilliant, fit and humorous
are a few words that define the remarkable man that he had become. Jhaque could instantly endear
himself to anyone he met because his genuine, hilarious, kind-hearted nature was irresistible. He was
only 29 years old when his life was cut short by a tragic car accident on September 30, 2016. His life was
short, but his impact on the lives of everyone who knew him will last forever. Jhaque believed everyone
should have the opportunity to follow their dreams and live up to their true potential. Tragically, he did
not have the chance to further his path in life, but he would be proud to know that future students will
receive financial aid from the Jhaque Danyel Stewart Leong Memorial Bursary. He would have taken
great pride in knowing that this bursary would help others further their own education and interests, so
that they can contribute to the world in their own special ways, just as he always did.
Contact Information
Full Name: ___________________________________________ Student ID:______________________
Mailing Address (Street and unit #, city, Postal Code, telephone, email)
Street_____________________________________________City _____________Postal _____-_____
Email Address: _____________________________________________________________________
Please include a copy of your most recent transcript either from a secondary or post-secondary
institution. You can scan to email your application to bursary@iscca.co
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Application
Describe your community involvement in southern Alberta. What have you participated in and what has
been the impact on yourself and the community? (examples of community involvement could include
charities, non-profits, community athletics, school clubs, etc).
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Please explain your financial need

Describe your academic performance and aspirations.

Provide the name and location of the secondary school that you graduated from and year you
graduated.

Provide the Name and Location of the institution you are currently enrolled in.
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What is your current program and why have you chosen it?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
When do you expect to complete your current program?

Do you plan to be involved in community during your education?

How do you see your community involvement after graduation?

Sign and Date that the above application is true.

_______________________________________________________20__/__/___

